Divas in Red V
Premier Red Brangus Heifer Sale & Futurity

Coming Soon To a Showring Near You...
April 27, 2013  4:00 p.m.
Texas A&M Beef Center
With the IRBBA Annual Meeting

Definition of a Diva
Diva (dee-vuh)
- An unusually glamorous and successful female performer or personality
- Italian for goddess
- A young Red Brangus female of incomparable quality and future

Presented by the
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International Red Brangus Breeders Association
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Premier Red Brangus Female Sale and Futurity
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Texas A&M University Beef Center, College Station, Texas

Auctioneer:
Geary Stutts, Brenham, Texas

Sale Day Phones:
Allen Goode   214.679.9426
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Herd Health:
All cattle will have health certificates. Details for cattle purchased for export should be arranged between the consignor and buyer.

Inspection of Cattle:
The cattle will be available for viewing after 5:00 p.m. Friday, April 26, 2013.

Terms & Conditions:
*All cattle are to be settled for sale day unless prior arrangements have been made.* Please see full Terms & Conditions on page 13.

Location:
Texas A&M University Beef Center
7707 Raymond Stotzer Parkway (Hwy 60)
College Station, Texas 77845

Load Out:
Load out will commence at the conclusion of the sale.

Sale Order:
Sale order will be posted day of sale.

Online Catalog Available at:  www.redbrangus.org

The Red Brangus Advantage
International Red Brangus Breeders Association

Registration
$20/person - Early Registration
Due by April 20, 2013
$30/person at the Meeting

Features
"Divas in Red" Heifer Sale
An Elite Offering of Red Brangus Females

Red Brangus “Herd Alley & Parade”
The top Herd Sires & Donors of the breed in one location. A rare opportunity!

Showcase Cattle Display
Breeders Showcase their Finest!

IRBBA Memorial Scholarship Benefit Fund Raisers
Silent Auction
Semen from leading Herd Sires & Luxury Items

Registration Form

EARLY REGISTRATION DUE BY APRIL 20, 2013

Number Attending _____ x $20 = ________
Herd Bulls   _____ x $50 = ________
Display Cattle   _____ x $10 = ________

Mail to: IRBBA Annual Meeting
Attn. John Liechty
13735 Kensington Place
Houston, TX 77034

www.redbrangus.org

New to the Fifth Edition of the "Divas in Red" is the "Divas in Red Futurity"!

Every heifer entered into the sale will compete for the title of Grand Champion and Reserve Grand Champion "Diva" ...and YOU will be the judge. Yes, every current IRBBA member and registered buyer will be granted one ballot to rand heifers with in their age classes and then select the Grand and Reserve Grand Champion "Diva in Red".

The IRBBA is matching the entry fee from each Futurity entrant to provide the jackpot premiums, as well awards. In 2014, the "Divas in Red Futurity" is open to all buyers of females sold in the 2013 "Divas in Red" and "Genetic Edge", the 2014 "Genetic Edge" sale and consignors to the 2014 "Divas in Red" sale.

You be the judge...crown the next "Diva"!
The International Red Brangus Breeders Association Memorial Scholarship was established as a tribute to pioneering Red Brangus breeders to further the education of young Brangus cattlemen and cattlewomen. The initial funding for the scholarship program was donated in honor of two beloved members of the IRBBA: Mr. Jim Hunt and Ms. Wilma Buffalo. The families and friends of these great individuals take great pride in honoring their loyal service through the recognition and support of our future leaders and breeders.

In just the first three years of the program, twelve scholarships totaling $18,750 have been awarded. In May 2010, the first scholarship was awarded to two highly qualified candidates at the 2010 IRBBA Annual Meeting. These initial awards were for $1,000 each. In May 2010, the second set of scholarships was awarded to three fine high school seniors at the 2010 IRBBA Annual Meeting in the amount of $1,250 each. In April 2011, the generosity of the Red Brangus breeders and effects of the committee raised funds to provide for seven scholarships ranging in amount from $250 to $1,000. The recipients included both graduating high school seniors and current college undergraduate students.

All of these scholarships would not be possible without the generous support of our Red Brangus breeders. They continue to answer the call for funding to help our youth realize their dreams and further their future. In addition to many private donations to the fund, the Scholarship Committee has raised funds through a Silent Scent Auction and the IRBBA Annual Meeting, a 50/50 raffle and the auction of custom bronze sculptures of Brangus by renowned Texas artist Payna Lara.

To further the goals and sustainability of the Memorial Scholarship the IRBBA has established “Foundation for the Future”. This campaign will begin to create a sustainable foundation upon the program will grow and continue to recognize and award outstanding Brangus breeders.

---

The IRBBA Scholarship Foundation is proud to introduce Buffaloe’s Ms Vincent 225Z as the 2013 Donation Heifer. Bred and contributed by Buffaloe Cattle Company, the heifer will be raffled at the “Divas in Red” sale. The tradition of a donation heifer to support the Scholarship Foundation was initiated in 2012 with the first heifer contributed by Cox Excalibur Brangus, selling to Buffaloe Cattle Company.

This year only 50 tickets at $100 each will be offered from now until sale date for a chance to own this exciting young female. Participating donors will have one chance per ticket to win this elite Red Brangus heifer in the raffle.

Buffaloe’s Ms Vincent 225Z has a pedigree that includes a “who’s who” in Red Brangus genetics. She is sired by Buffaloe’s Vincent 07X, a Sureway’s Rocky Street 227N son. Rocky Street was the 2007 and 2008 Red Brangus Show Sire of the Year. Vincent’s dam, BCC Chief’s Squaw 7P was the Grand Champion female in the 2006 Brangus Futurity and Reserve Grand Champion in the 2006 San Antonio Livestock Exposition. Vincent and 225Z boast solid Sureways and CX breeding in their pedigree. Vincent has 4 grand champions in his 3 generation maternal pedigree plus Rocky Street. The dam of Buffaloe’s Ms Vincent 225Z is a daughter of –C- Mesa and boasts 5 Champions in her pedigree as well as posting a top 5% ranking for IMF. 225Z is a phenotypically attractive, high volume heifer with substantial muscling. Not only will the ultimate winner secure a tremendous prospect, but all of the sponsoring donors will be furthering the education and future of young Red Brangus cattlemen and cattlewomen.

The IRBBA Memorial Scholarship Foundation, through the support of Red Brangus breeders, has awarded over $20,000 since 2009 to the college education of young Red Brangus cattlemen and women.

Tickets and more information are available from the Scholarship Foundation Directors and Committee Members. These include: Tracee Buffaloe Price, Lissa Buffaloe, Kay Gibson, Stacey Pierce, Veronica Munoz and Allen Goode.

In addition to recognizing The Buffaloe Family for their generous support, the Scholarship Foundation would also like to thank Wade and Blaine Fisher of Ideal Video Productions for the donation of their photography and video services.
Buffaloe's Ms Curtis 215Z

Buffaloe Cattle Company is proud to present a true show heifer prospect in Buffaloe's Ms Curtis 215Z. She is clean and correct with a promising show career ahead of her. Her dam, 215M, has consistently produced excellent bulls and show heifers. The average adjusted weaning weight of her three maternal brothers has been 629 lbs. and an average yearling weight of 1187 lbs. with a 109 ratio. Her maternal sisters have been show champions, sale toppers and retained in the Buffaloe Cattle Company herd.

Her sire is Buffaloe's Curtis 237Z, a BCC Boxcar 348N son out of 237P, the first ET female to enter our herd. Boxcar has sired many excellent calves, of which we consider 237Z his best son. The 237P (ET) cow brought Sureway's Red Jack marbling and natural muscling to our herd. This is an opportunity to acquire a female with show ring appeal while adding solid growth and marbling performance to your herd.

Miss TJ-MR 575A

Miss TJ-MR 575A is a big framed, big ribbed, deep bodied young female with an excellent hip and feminine front. Her dam, III Miss Hillary 575/2, is in the donor programs of Dos XXX, Triple JR and McDonald Ranches. She is the dam of Dos XX's Miss Hillary 921/7, which was the 2009 Reserve International Champion Female. Her sire, Dos XX's Chief's Mr. Stretch 914/7 was the 2009 International Champion Bull. With champion genetics on the top and bottom of her pedigree, she presents a unique opportunity to purchase some of the best genetics the breed has to offer.

MCC CoSette 30Z

MCC CoSette 30Z is an extremely docile show heifer prospect ready to hit the road on a long show career or join a purebred herd as foundation female. Her dark red color and structural correctness combine to make her a complete package stacked with a heritage of Red Brangus performance.
Good Shepard Cattle Co. is proud to introduce the first of their three Divas in Red offerings. 68/Z is a functional, broody young female whose pedigree includes Home Run, Payload and Promise 37/K. She is the herd building kind of female.

**GS MS PAYLOAD 68/Z**

- **PEDIGREE**
  - **Breed**: Brangus
  - **Birth Date**: 05/16/2012
  - **Cow**: RR10222082
  - **PHN**: 68/Z
  - **EPD**:
    - **CEC**: 6.8
    - **BW**: 0.7
    - **WW**: 6.0
    - **YW**: 22.0
    - **Milk**: 1.0
    - **TM**: 12.0
    - **CEM**: 7.5
    - **SC**: 0.08
    - **REA**: 0.018
    - **IMF**: -0.001

- **Traits**
  - **CX CHIEF ADVANTAGE 143/L**
  - **MS HS 135F/K**
  - **CX PROMISE 37/K**
  - **CX MS POWERPACK 10/J**
  - **CX MS EXCALIBUR PROMISE 10/P**
  - **CX CHIEFMAN 46/P**

**CX Home Run 135/P - Grand sire of Lot 6**

**CX Paymaster 307/L1**

**MS K&B 60/J**

**MS K&B 60/J**

**CX MS EXCALIBUR PROMISE 37/K**

**CX MS EXCALIBUR 46/K**

**Con Excalibur presents an own daughter of Meathouse 930/U, the 2011 Brangus Futurity Grand Champion. Her dam is sired by the Red Brangus foundation sire, Sensation. This is a future donor with a heritage of performance and quality.**

**GS MS FIREHEART TWO 3011/Z2**

**PEDIGREE**

- **Breed**: Brangus
- **Birth Date**: 05/05/2012
- **Cow**: RR10222081
- **PHN**: 3011/Z2
- **EPD**:
  - **CEC**: 6.5
  - **BW**: 0.6
  - **WW**: 22.0
  - **YW**: 26.0
  - **Milk**: 10.0
  - **TM**: 7.5
  - **CEM**: 0.06
  - **SC**: 0.12
  - **REA**: 0.01
  - **IMF**: -0.001

- **Traits**
  - **CX CHIEF ADVANTAGE 143/L**
  - **MS HS 135F/K**
  - **CX PROMISE 37/K**
  - **CX MS EXCALIBUR 46/K**
  - **MISS TK BOXY 3011S**

**CX Home Run 135/P - Grandsire of Lot 6**

**CX Paymaster 307/L1**

**MS K&B 60/J**

**CX MS EXCALIBUR PROMISE 37/K**

**CX MS EXCALIBUR 46/K**

**CX PROMISE 37/K**

**MISS TK BOXY 3011S**

A full sister to Lot 8, 3011/Z2 is a high quality female with straight lines and a very correct structural design. A breeder looking for a foundation quality addition, will appreciate her pedigree and femininty. A showman looking for a prospect with untapped potential will see a phenotypically superior female who can strike a pose and turn heads.

**GS MS FIREHEART ONE 3011/Z1**

**PEDIGREE**

- **Breed**: Brangus
- **Birth Date**: 05/05/2012
- **Cow**: RR10222080
- **PHN**: 3011/Z1
- **EPD**:
  - **CEC**: 6.5
  - **BW**: 0.6
  - **WW**: 22.0
  - **YW**: 26.0
  - **Milk**: 10.0
  - **TM**: 7.5
  - **CEM**: 0.06
  - **SC**: 0.12
  - **REA**: 0.01
  - **IMF**: -0.001

- **Traits**
  - **CX CHIEF ADVANTAGE 143/L**
  - **MS HS 135F/K**
  - **CX PROMISE 37/K**
  - **CX MS EXCALIBUR 46/K**
  - **MISS TK BOXY 3011S**

**CX Home Run 135/P - Grandsire of Lot 6**

**CX Paymaster 307/L1**

**MS K&B 60/J**

**CX MS EXCALIBUR PROMISE 37/K**

**CX MS EXCALIBUR 46/K**

**CX PROMISE 37/K**

**MISS TK BOXY 3011S**

A full sister to Lot 8, 3011/Z2 is a high quality female with straight lines and a very correct structural design. A breeder looking for a foundation quality addition, will appreciate her pedigree and femininty. A showman looking for a prospect with untapped potential will see a phenotypically superior female who can strike a pose and turn heads.

**GS MS FIREHEART ONE 3011/Z1**

**PEDIGREE**

- **Breed**: Brangus
- **Birth Date**: 05/05/2012
- **Cow**: RR10222081
- **PHN**: 3011/Z2
- **EPD**:
  - **CEC**: 6.5
  - **BW**: 0.6
  - **WW**: 22.0
  - **YW**: 26.0
  - **Milk**: 10.0
  - **TM**: 7.5
  - **CEM**: 0.06
  - **SC**: 0.12
  - **REA**: 0.01
  - **IMF**: -0.001

- **Traits**
  - **CX CHIEF ADVANTAGE 143/L**
  - **MS HS 135F/K**
  - **CX PROMISE 37/K**
  - **CX MS EXCALIBUR 46/K**
  - **MISS TK BOXY 3011S**

**CX Home Run 135/P - Grandsire of Lot 6**

**CX Paymaster 307/L1**

**MS K&B 60/J**

**CX MS EXCALIBUR PROMISE 37/K**

**CX MS EXCALIBUR 46/K**

**CX PROMISE 37/K**

**MISS TK BOXY 3011S**

A full sister to Lot 8, 3011/Z2 is a high quality female with straight lines and a very correct structural design. A breeder looking for a foundation quality addition, will appreciate her pedigree and femininty. A showman looking for a prospect with untapped potential will see a phenotypically superior female who can strike a pose and turn heads.

**Premier Red Brangus Heifer Sale**

**Good Shepard presents a story of fertility and productivity in the full sisters offered in lots 8 and 9. These young heifers offer a world of potential waiting to be developed and utilized. Red Brangus students are of course familiar with their paternal grandsire, the world renowned sire CX Home Run 135/P. However, those who look deeper will recognize that CX Promise 37/K, a sire of tremendous females, is found on both the top and bottom sides of this pedigree.**
**Divas in Red V**

From the very top of the MBJ Ranch program, 84Z has been reserved for an opportunity such as the “Divas in Red”. Ms MBJ Alison Red Brick 84Z is a line bred stylish female that is stout boned, wide based, thick and complete all in an attractive package.

Her sire, TR Mr. Red Brick 74R2, was the Houston International Red Brangus Champion. His sire, M&M Prototype 2400, needs no introduction as the sire of the highest quality Red Brangus and numerous champions. The dam of Red Brick, 74/8, is a cornerstone donor in the Bar C Bar program. A maternal sister to Red Brick was the high selling female at the 2012 Genetic Edge sale. 74/8 is also the dam of three additional Houston champions. The dam of 84Z is a top donor in the MBJ Ranch herd. 84Z presents superior genetics stacked generation after generation!

**Hidden Oak Ms OCF 38Z**

Hidden Oak Ms OCF 38Z represents two of the proven performance bloodlines in the breed: Target and Legacy. 38Z is an extremely docile individual with a disposition well suited for a junior exhibitor. She is long bodied, strong topped, square hipped and structurally correct from the ground up. This is a heifer just waiting to be matched to an ambitious young junior exhibitor or to be added to a program where performance and docility are emphasized.

**J7 MS TERISSA 272Z**

This attractive open heifer is a good representation of HIGHWAY's powerful genetics, which include the renowned ROCKY STREET, and a KLASE daughter on the top side of her pedigree. MISS TK HIGHWAY 31Z4 has natural muscling, easy fleshing, and performance on a medium frame. Her dam is a PROTOTYPE daughter out of a PREDOMINANT daughter. With her strong pedigree and performance, MISS TK HIGHWAY 31Z4 is a future donor candidate.

**Miss TK Highway 31Z4**

**J7 Ranch is proud to offer a daughter of the 2012 National Grand Champion Bull, Mr. C- Prince 30W. 272Z will cause you to do a double take when you see her lines, stoutness and correctness. Whether you are in the market for new addition or a show heifer, 272Z is a heifer that will have many admirers and friends on sale day.**
From El Rancho de Trabajo comes a dark red, stout young female. Her pedigree contains the up and coming young sire CX Home Runs Slam 314/T along with the proven sire of power and performance CX Excalibur 1/M1.

El Rancho de Trabajo has established itself as source of high quality cattle that blend modern phenotypes with proven performance and predictability. 22P/Z is just such a female. Modern and powerful with a pedigree bred for performance and predictability.

A definite sale feature at the Genetic Edge Sale! Miss Fagan MBJ Grace Legacy 3SZ excels our spring calf crop in her performance, style and eye appeal. 3SZ is sired by the renowned Sureway’s Legacy 060S whose dam is the renowned Sureway donor 023L, a tremendous 600J daughter. The progeny of 060S, a son of Sureway’s Rocky Street 224N, can be found in herds around the Brangus world. Legacy 060S was the 2008 Grand Champion Red Brangus Bull at both the Oklahoma and Texas State Fairs. Legacy provides a total genetic package of phenotype, powerful EPDs and the highly heritable fertility traits of the 023J cow family.

The dam of 3SZ is MS TK KLASE 3R, one of our best donors in the Fagan/MBJ program. 3R, sired by Windac Predominant 854D6, combines the power of Predominant with the fertility and maternal ability of the Triangle K Farm program.

The Fagan River Ranch and MBJ Ranch collaboration is grounded in 65 foundation females from the legendary Sureway Farms, making them a leading source for Red Brangus genetics.

Ms. BBR Redstar 41Z is a superior individual that descends from a long line of outstanding females sired by the Burning B Ranch champion senior herd sire, CX Legend 46/PZ. Legend has sired numerous heifer of the highest quality, some the best the breed has to offer. Her dam, CX Ms. Payloads 41B, is a consistent and dependable producer of high quality Red Brangus. Daughters have been sale favorites at “The Event” and “Genetic Edge” sales. 41Z sells open and ready to breed to the sire of your choice.
Premier Red Brangus Female Sale - Consignors

Bar C Bar Cattle Co.
Charles Atkinson
6017 FM 1301
Wharton, Texas 77488
979.559.6021
dawana_sue_atkinson@hotmail.com

El Rancho De Trabajo
Gary Markham
9202 Markham Rd
Manvel, TX 77578
281.331.4570
gwm@rimkus.com
www.ranchodetrabajo.com

J7 Ranch
Don Jobes
P.O. Box 1229
East Bernard, TX 77435
979.532.3019
djobes@msn.com

OB Ranch
Marcos Borges
951 OB Ranch Rd.
Wharton, TX 77488
979.532.8129
info@etexasconnection.com
www.etexasconnection.com

Buffalo Cattle Company
Bruce Buffaloe
14 Earlham
Friendswood, TX 77546
281.996.0442
rbrangusbuffaloe@aol.com
www.redbranguscattle.com

Fagan River Ranch Cattle Co.
Pat Fagan
604 North Craig Street
Pearland, TX 77584
281.787.5047
www.hiddenoakredbrangus.com

MBU RANCH
Marcos Borges
288 Fagan Ranch Road
Tivoli, TX 77990
979.533.1471
mullaneygibson@att.net
www.mbutransactions.com

Jim and Chip Gibson
Tripple JR Cattle Co.
2205 Lakeway Drive
Friendswood, Texas 77546
281.482.9630
info@etexasconnection.com
www.etexasconnection.com

Mike Blackburn
Burning B Cattle Co.
Abraham Thomas
159 Midlane Street
Houston, TX 77027
281.875.5047
burning@gmail.com

Good Shepard Cattle Co.
Mike Blackburn
P.O. Box 16303
Lubbock, Texas 79490
832.236.3878
Abe_trt@hotmail.com

Munoz Cattle Co.
Greg & Veronica Munoz
4004 Joe Drive
Pearland, TX 77584
832.444.1209
gamsrn@academicplanet.com

J7 Ranch
Gary Markham
9202 Markham Rd
Manvel, TX 77578
281.331.4570
gwm@rimkus.com
www.ranchodetrabajo.com

OA Ranch
Marcos Borges
951 OB Ranch Rd.
Wharton, TX 77488
979.532.8129
info@etexasconnection.com
www.etexasconnection.com

Hidden Oak Brangus
John Liechty
13735 Kensington Place
Houston, Texas 77034
936.264.3838
jiiechty1@comcast.net
www.hiddenoakredbrangus.com

OB Ranch
Marcos Borges
951 OB Ranch Rd.
Wharton, TX 77488
979.532.8129
info@etexasconnection.com
www.etexasconnection.com

www.brangusworld.com
www.munozcattleco.com
www.pearlandsearch.com
www.waterfordcrawler.com

Dawna Sue Atkinson
281.559.6021

info@etexasconnection.com
www.etexasconnection.com

Bidding: Each animal will be sold to the highest bidder without reserve. The auctioneer in charge will settle any disputes as to bids and his decision will be final.

Terms: Terms of the sale are cash unless satisfactory credit arrangements have been made with vendor previous to the sale.

Purchaser’s Risk: Each animal becomes the risk of the purchaser as soon as sold; but it shall be the obligation of the seller to see that animals are fed and cared for, free of charge to purchaser for a specified length of time.

Certificate of Registry: A transferred certificate of registry will be furnished to the purchaser for each animal at no cost to the buyer within sixty (60) days after settlement. Give full name and address to secretary when making payments so the Certificate of Registry will be transferred properly.

Health: All animals are eligible for interstate shipping except for those otherwise noted. Interstate health papers will be furnished for each animal requiring T.B. and Bangs tests in accordance with Federal Regulations. A verification of vaccination will be furnished for each animal under 2 years of age that has been vaccinated for Bangs disease.

Announcements: Any changes from information of any kind in this catalog will be announced from the auction box and such announcements shall take precedence.

Breeding Guarantee: 1. All animals are guaranteed to be breeders with the exception of (a) injury or disease occurring after sale or (b) gross negligence or willful misconduct on the part of the buyer.

Options and Privileges of Return or Adjustment: 1. All claims for adjustment or return must be made in writing within six months of the sale date or no later than six months of age.

Rights and Obligations: (A) The above terms and conditions of sale constitute a contract between the buyers and sellers of each animal and shall be equally binding upon both.

(B) Animals resold following purchase in this sale constitute a separate transaction, and the rights and obligations of the two parties concerned thereunder are not covered by the terms and conditions of this sale.

(C) All persons who attend the sale do so at their own risk and the owners or any person connected with the management of the sale or sale facility assume no liability, legal or otherwise, for any accidents which may occur.

Except for those stated in the below terms and conditions, there are no warranties, either expressed or implied, as to the merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to the cattle being sold at this auction. The warranties and guarantees set forth in the “Terms and Conditions” are in lieu of all other warranties, either expressed or implied, and the remedies provided therein shall be the sole and exclusive remedy of the buyer, or any party through buyer, for any breach of warranty or guarantee therein provided, and all other obligations or liabilities.

Options and Privileges of Return or Adjustment:

1. All claims for adjustment or return must be made in writing within six months of the sale date or no later than six months of age.

2. Any animal that has not proven itself a breeder within 30 months of age, if in healthy condition, may be returned to the seller at buyer’s expense. The seller reserves the right and privilege of trying for a period of six months to prove the animal a breeder. If proven a breeder, the animal will be returned at buyer’s expense. Should the animal fail to breed, the buyer at his option, may either demand return of the purchase price or replacement of the animal another of equal value.

Rights and Obligations:

(A) The above terms and conditions of sale constitute a contract between the buyers and sellers of each animal and shall be equally binding upon both.

(B) Animals resold following purchase in this sale constitute a separate transaction, and the rights and obligations of the two parties concerned thereunder are not covered by the terms and conditions of this sale.

(C) All persons who attend the sale do so at their own risk and the owners or any person connected with the management of the sale or sale facility assume no liability, legal or otherwise, for any accidents which may occur.
Allen Goode
2722 Shelby Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75219

April 27, 2013
4:00 p.m.
Texas A&M Beef Center
College Station, Texas